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What is Spectra?
Spectra is a charity BEP20 token aimed at
raising awareness about Autism by providing
donations to relevant charities.


It also aims at fostering a great community to
help create a strong long-term investment to
provide returns to holders while also
contributing to a greater cause.
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Why this cause?
The aim of the token is to raise money and
awareness for autism. 1 in 100 people suffer
with autism, including Steve’s (project’s
founder) son Ollie.  

They have seen first hand what amazing support
charities such as NAS have offered to him and
millions of other families. The idea was to create
a low tax tradable crypto where a large chunk of
the tax collected goes directly to the charities.
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Tokenomics
We have created a low-tax coin which distributes certain % of each transaction to the liquidity
pool & marketing wallet to ensure the longevity of this project. Also, a certain percentage is
transferred to the charity wallet, 100% of which is donated to Autism-related charities every
month. So every $SPC transaction contributes to the cause.
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Marketing Plans
Coin voting site ads
Partnerships with influencers

and other tokens
Daily CMS Posts

We are planning on using both are pre-launch and
post-launch marketing budgets wisely, in an effort
to keep the token running and rising while also
making sure we do not burn through it thus
reducing the token’s longevity.  

We have made partnerships with Twitter crypto
influencers, and also booked ads on some of the
top crypto websites in the world in an effort to

Shilling contests and raids

maximize the token’s visibility and hype.
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Roadmap
2022 Q1
Website
Farming + Staking
Social Media Platforms
Whitepaper released
Marketing with Crypto Influencers
Marketing with Crypto Influencers
1,000 in TG group
Presale and launch on PancakeSwap
Charity Partnership

2022 Q2
NFTs - Superhero Kids
1,000 holders
Meme contest
Influencers push
Team expand
3,000 in TG group
10 million+ MC reached
2,500 holders
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Roadmap
2022 Q3
Audit Certik
Spectra Clothing Apparel
Website V3
Large MARKETING campaign
Advertising billboard displays
10,000 in TG group
100 million+ MC reached
10,000 holders
Partnership with Celebrities

2022 Q4
Team expansion
Exchange Listings
100,000+ in TG group
1 billion+ MC reached
100,000+ holders
More to be announced.

Thank you!
For making this project a possibility
and helping make a difference

